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WHY THISWHY THIS
PROGRAM?PROGRAM?
In the new digital world, sales professionals are

increasingly working remotely from their offices and

clients. High level communications and relationship

skills are now essential to help sales professionals to:

Capture and hold the attention of

prospects and clients

Rapidly build trust to successfully influence

meeting and presentation outcomes

Grow their sales results in the

new hybrid age.



MODULESMODULES
This course helps professional sales executives, business

development and account management teams to:

Develop and maintain a positive, resilient and motivated

mindset and create powerful and influential sales messages

that get and hold a prospect's attentionMindset, Motivation and Messaging

MODULE 1MODULE 1

Quickly identify and develop influential communication

strategies that build high levels of trust with different

prospect and client personalities for more successful sales

outcomes
Connecting in Colour

MODULE 2MODULE 2

Improve client and prospect engagement, meeting

management, successfully overcome objections and improve

deal closing ratiosAdvanced Questioning
and Influencing Skills

MODULE 3MODULE 3

Quickly and effortlessly connect with new business

contacts and potential streams of business by learning

the skills of professional networking - live and online.Networking to Build
Business and Brand

MODULE 4MODULE 4

Create and deliver compelling and successful sales

presentations and pitches to live and digital audiences

using the latest psychological techniquesThe Psychology of Winning
Presentations Skills Live and Online

MODULE 5MODULE 5

Manage professional boundaries, improve

assertiveness with clients and stakeholders, personal

organisation and performance and take back control

over your professional time and productivityManaging Your Professional Time

MODULE 6MODULE 6



THERE ARE TWO PROGRAM OPTIONS:THERE ARE TWO PROGRAM OPTIONS:

You can create a tailored program
for your team by selecting
preferred modules

OPTIO
N 1

OPTIO
N 2

TAILORED TO YOUR NEEDS

The HTA Business Development/Sales
Communications program is a fully
CPD certified and approved program
and the time involved (19.5 hours)
goes to professional CPD hours when
all 6 modules are chosen as the
program.

CPD CERTIF IED

OR



BASED ON

This program is based on the book ‘The Highly Trusted

Advisor: How to Lead Teams and Win Clients in the

Hybrid Age’ by Sean Weafer

EXTRA RESOURCES

Each program is supported by unique

digital workbooks, eBooks and digital

audio master classes.



To arrange a consultation to
discuss, click here:

SCHEDULESCHEDULE
CONSULTATIONCONSULTATION

LET'S TALKLET'S TALK

FOR MORE DETAILS,  PLEASE VISIT

WWW.SEANWEAFER.COM/PROGRAMS

https://www.seanweafer.com/executive-coaching
https://calendly.com/seanweafer/program-consultation?month=2021-03
http://www.seanweafer.com/programs

